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Why Enter?
At Dunninghams, we value the development of your staff - both 
professionally and personally. We are offering the opportunity for you to 
nominate a staff member for an all expenses paid, 21-day Outward Bound 
Classic Course worth $4000. 
  
Course dates: 2nd August 2022 to 22nd August 2022.

This course benefits both the chosen candidate and their company, as the 
candidate will gain:

• Greater self-esteem and self-motivation

• Better social skills with customers, colleagues and friends

• Increased productivity

 
Terms & Conditions     
To be eligible for the Classic Course, candidates must have left school and 
be aged between 18 and 26 years by December 31st 2022. To participate, 
candidates must work in and be interested in furthering their career in 
butchery. Nominations must be received by 31st March 2022, with the lucky 
winner announced on 30th April 2022. Decision of the judges will be final. All 
nominators will be contacted after judging. 
 
Dunninghams cover course costs. Employer or the individual covers the time 
off and travel/costs to and from Outward Bound.

4 scholarships 
up for grabs 

in 2022

“Taking part in an Outward Bound 
Course truly influences your life. It 
helps individuals grow and reminds 
them of the strength that lies within 
and what they are capable of.”

- Tom Reynolds, Dunninghams

How to enter
Think about who on your staff would 
benefit most from this once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity to further their 
development. Then write approx. 100 
words on why they should be chosen 
for the 2022 Dunninghams Outward 
Bound Scholarship. 

Send your nomination, including 
your own name and contact 
details to:

Chris King 
Dunninghams 
PO Box 12572, Penrose 
Auckland 1642

Alternatively, email  
chris.king@dunninghams.co.nz

All nominations must be received by 
31st March 2022.

For more information on Outward 
Bound, visit  www.outwardbound.co.nz

In support of the development of young butchers in the 
industry, Dunninghams is delighted to announce four Outward 
Bound Scholarships for 2022. Nominations are now open.  
An intensive 21-day course worth $4000 - on us!

Scholarship
SKYLINE QUEENSTOWN

DATES TO BE CONFIRMED - SUBJECT TO COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS

The annual Retail Meat New Zealand conference a.k.a. the Butchers’ Summit is a highlight on the 
industry calendar. The two day event incorporates a range of speakers covering different topics facing 
our industry today. Not only is the content fresh, relevant and thought provoking but the networking 
opportunities for delegates are always one of the most raved about aspects. 

RMNZ want to see more independent butchers attending, as well as create further benefits in the 
membership offering. Enter the Dunninghams Butchers’ Summit Scholarship – an opportunity for 
independent butchers’ to attend to get the most out of what the Summit has to offer.

The Dunninghams Butchers’ Summit Scholarship will be open to:
Independent butchers, provided they are members of Retail Meat New Zealand

The Dunninghams Butchers’ Summit Scholarship will cover:
Butchers’ Summit registration (including Conference Dinner), two nights accommodation and return 
flights or fuel costs to Queenstown

Applications for the Dunninghams Butchers’ Summit Scholarship will open on the Retail Meat New 
Zealand website in February, when registration for the event opens. There will be four individual 
recipients of this scholarship, and these will be drawn at random via Facebook Live on a date specified 
closer to the time.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT MICHELLE@RMNZ.CO.NZ 

*Each scholarship will cover costs up to $1000 per person.
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The Innovation Hub at Dunninghams’ head office 
in Auckland is a purpose-built commercial kitchen 
with the capability of emulating a wide range of 
commercial manufacturing processes on a smaller 
scale. Now with a stronger team than ever, the NPD 
department review existing products and develop 
custom blends to meet customer briefs. 

Product development is a key area of expertise for 
Dunninghams.

The ways in which product development and 
improvement is initiated is varied. Primarily it comes 
from you: our customers, from the general public, 
from our suppliers, from experience and from each 
other in the team here at Dunninghams, and from 
being linked in with overseas food news and food 
trends. 

New products are initially launched on a trial basis, 
and fortunately we have the ability to do this easily.

Underpinning the work that takes place in the Hub is 
the focus on how the food looks both raw and cooked, 
how it tastes and how easy it is to cook. The aim is to 
create products which function well, whether it be 
a sausage meal or a glaze on steak. What is just as 
important, and to make sure our customers get plenty 
of repeat business, is to make cooking the finished 
product simple, no fuss and full of flavour. To help in 
this, we present new products to our sales reps, both 
in the raw and the cooked state, so that they can see 
the product from the retail perspective as well as the 
consumer’s perspective.

Oriental Mint Glaze

Honey Mint Rosemary Marinade

Food Technicians:  
Meggie Fang &  

Lea Mantes-Baird

New product development 
on-site
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findex.co.nz

Uniquely integrated financial solutions for people, businesses 
and institutions that transform and grow as their needs do.

Your story is our business

Pepper Steak Sprinkle Smokey BBQ Marinade Apricot Glaze

Honey Soy Spice GlazeHoney Mint Rosemary Marinade

Buffalo Glaze

BBQ Glaze Tandoori Glaze

Seasonings and rubs (shown here after cooking), are just some of the many 
tasty products developed by the team at the DMD Food Innovation Hub{ {
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Dunninghams 
& The Environment 
Like many businesses, Dunninghams 
is a perfect candidate for solar with 
relatively high baseload energy 
demands that can be offset by solar 
power during the day, combined with a 
large roof space.
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by use of renewable energy

Ca
rbon Dioxide

443,160kg

Nit
rogen Oxide

455.22kg

Su
lphur Dioxide

5.81kg

Environmental benefits
& greenhouse gases avoided

THE GREENHOUSE GASES THAT 98 
PASSENGER CARS EMIT OVER 1 YEAR

THE ENERGY TO POWER 4,033 
COMPUTERS FOR 1 YEAR

THE ENERGY TO OPERATE A TV FOR 
3,640,604 HOURS
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This is to certify that

Annie Lloyd-Jones — Certifier

Certified by Enviro-Mark Solutions Limited (trading as Toitū Envirocare).
Toitū enviromark is an annual certification programme and this certificate only remains valid with an annual surveillance audit.

DM Dunningham Ltd.

has met the Toitū enviromark certification programme requirements at 
the enviromark gold level.

Remote Audit

Date audited: 26 January 2021  | Valid until: 25 January 2022
Company Address: 655 Great South Road, Penrose, Auckland, 1642

We are delighted to confirm that we have 
successfully completed the 2021-2022 
audit requirements of Toitū enviromark 
gold certification. 

The key elements and achievements for 
toitū enviromark gold certification are that 
you:

• Have identified and established objectives, 
targets and KPIs 

• Have implemented and maintained 
environmental programmes to address 
significant environmental aspects

• Have processes in place to monitor significant 
environmental aspects

• Have emergency preparedness and response 
processes in place to prepare for and respond 
to potential emergency situations 

• Have processes for evaluation of compliance 
which assess and correct compliance issues to 
ensure ongoing compliance.

• Have environmental programmes in place to 
comply with legal and other requirements

• Have determined the context and scope of your 
organisation

• Can demonstrate leadership and commitment 
by top management in allocating appropriate 
personnel and resources to the EMS 
Have assigned and communicated roles, 
responsibilities and authorities for the EMS

Recycling bins in all our offices and warehouses

LED energy efficient lighting in all our offices and warehouses

Awarded Toitū enviromark 
gold certification. C
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New Improvements in 2021 

5000L WATERTANK
We've just installed a new water tank with filter and 
UV light for rear warehouse facilities.

The benefits to the environment are: It prevents soil 
erosion and reduces flooding. Uncollected rainwater 
collects toxins and sediment from soil erosion and 
is deposited into streams, lakes and ponds via our 
drainage systems. Large storage tanks can also help 
to prevent and reduce floods in lower areas.

ELECTRONIC RECYCLING
E-waste is the fastest-growing toxic waste stream in 
New Zealand. Every year, New Zealand generates 
over 80,000 tonnes of electronic waste, much of 
which contain toxic elements.

E-waste can be turned into e-scrap by recycling 
it, and promisingly, New Zealand has a small but 
growing e-scrap processing industry.

We're making it as easy as possible for our staff to 
dispose of their electronic waste, as well as lessening 
our footprint on the environment as a business.

SOLAR 
PANELS
We added another 
section of panels to our 
solar farm this year, to 
increase off-setting our 
carbon footprint even 
more.
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Toyota Rav 4 hybrids 

Our company vehicles are Electric 
Hybrids.

Next-Gen RAV4 is a No Compromise SUV 
designed to meet the needs of active, 

adventurous and sustainably-conscious 
New Zealanders who are both young and 

young at heart.

The hybrid powertrain in the RAV4 provides 
you with maximum power of 163 kilowatts 

through its Electronically-controlled CVT 
transmission, but most importantly a combined 

fuel consumption of 4.8l/100km & CO2 emissions 
of just 112g/km.

Hybrid electric 
fleet of cars
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Build your
future with us

Calder Stewart headquarters - Milton, Otago
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ABOUT US 
 
Retail Meat New Zealand is a membership organisation. We represent and promote the interests and 
views of businesses involved in the retail meat industry, including independent butchers, supermarkets, 
small-goods manufacturers, wholesalers and affiliated businesses. Our main objective at RMNZ is to foster 
excellence in our industry by providing support for our members through communication, leadership and 
expertise. 

We aim to meet this objective by helping our members gain the most out of their businesses by providing 
opportunities to excel in their craft and maximise exposure to both industry and consumers with the events 
that we run. We keep our members on top of media issues and consumer trends by providing regular 
and timely industry and media updates, and we encourage them to continue pushing the boundaries as a 
forward-thinking industry in this fast paced and transient environment.

RMNZ EVENTS & INITIATIVES 

Members of RMNZ have access to our annual events and competitions such as the Pact Packaging Young 
Butcher and ANZCO Foods Butcher Apprentice of the Year, the Pure South Master Butcher Teams’ 
Challenge,  the Great New Zealand Sausage Competition and the annual conference a.k.a. The Butchers’ 
Summit. We also manage New Zealand’s National butchery teams, the Hellers Sharp Blacks who compete 
in the bi-annual World Butchers’ Challenge and the ANZCO Foods Young Butchers of New Zealand squad, 
who compete in the World Champion Young Butcher and Apprentice competitions.  

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
ADVICE IN

• Legal issues in most aspects of business, including employee situations

• Public relations/marketing

• Nutrition

• Issues management

• Food packaging and labelling

• Business management

• Social media

• Advertising 

INDUSTRY SPECIFIC INFORMATION AND NEWS

• Keeping you in the loop with media activity relating to our industry

• Regular newsletters and updates to keep you informed in the latest news in the retail meat sector

• Regular social media updates

• Member networking and advice

A B O U T  U S 
 
Retail Meat New Zealand is a membership organisation. We represent and promote the interests and 
views of businesses involved in the retail meat industry, including independent butchers, supermarkets, 
small-goods manufacturers, wholesalers and affiliated businesses. Our main objective at RMNZ is 
to foster excellence in our industry by providing support for our members through communication, 
leadership and expertise. We aim to meet this objective by helping our members gain the most out 
of their businesses by providing opportunities to excel in their craft and maximise exposure to both 
industry and consumers with the events that we run. We keep our members on top of media issues and 
consumer trends by providing regular and timely industry and media updates, and we encourage 
them to continue pushing the boundaries as a forward-thinking industry in this fast paced and transient 
environment.

R M N Z  E V E N T S  &  I N I T I AT I V E S 
 
Members of RMNZ have access to our annual events and competitions such as the Alto Young Butcher 
of the Year, ANZCO Foods Butcher Apprentice of the Year, Pure South Master Butcher of the Year, the 
Great New Zealand Sausage Competition, the annual conference a.k.a. The Butchers’ Summit and a 
number of smaller events such as online Meat Clubs and Beers & Ideas. We are also heavily involved 
in the World Butchers’ Challenge - a bi-annual competition which sees nations from across the world 
going knife to knife, including our very own Hellers Sharp Blacks. 

M E M B E R S H I P  B E N E F I T S
ADVICE IN

• Legal issues in most aspects of business, including employee situations

• Public relations/marketing

• Nutrition

• Issues management

• Food packaging and labelling
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INDUSTRY SPECIFIC INFORMATION AND NEWS
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• Regular newsletters and updates to keep you informed in the latest news in the retail meat sector

• Regular social media updates

• Member networking and advice

 

You get out of Retail  Meat New Zealand what you put in. I  have found 
since being an active member of RMNZ, my business has grown in 
turnover and profitabil ity. The networking opportunities with other 
butchers, suppliers and industry professionals has opened many doors 
for me personally, as well as my business.

- Reuben Sharples | Aussie Butcher New Lynn

Being a member of Retail  Meat New Zealand has helped me hugely in so many different ways. I ’ve 
been lucky enough to meet some of the most talented and successful butchers in the country, and 

use their knowledge to help improve my own knife and leadership skil ls.  I ’ve also been lucky enough 
to build up a great reputation within my community from competitions such as the Alto Young 

Butcher & ANZCO Foods Butcher Apprentice of the Year, which has now lead me to compete in the 
World Butchers’ Challenge alongside six other talented kiwi butchers. Without the help from RMNZ, 

I  would definitely not be where I am today!

- James Smith | PAK’nSAVE Pukekohe

I F  YO U  W O U L D  L I K E  T O  TA L K  T O  U S  A B O U T  B E C O M I N G 
A  M E M B E R  O R  F O R  M O R E  I N F O R M AT I O N  O N  A N Y  O F  T H E 

C O M P E T I T I O N S  O R  E V E N T S  W E  R U N ,  P L E A S E  C O N TA C T  U S 
O N  0 9  4 8 9  0 8 7 9  O R  E M A I L  A N T O I N E T T E @ R M N Z . C O . N Z

R M N Z . C O . N Z
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IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO TALK TO US ABOUT BECOMING 

A MEMBER OR FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ANY OF THE 

COMPETITIONS OR EVENTS WE RUN, PLEASE CONTACT US  

ON 09 4 8 9  0 8 7 9  OR EMAIL M I C H E L L E @ R M N Z .C O. N Z
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O V E R 20 YE A R S O F  

A S S U R E D Q UA L I T Y

WHY?
Prior to the introduction of the New Zealand Beef and Lamb Quality 

Mark there was a real problem with toughness. Tenderness testing 

in 1994 showed  that 50% of beef in New Zealand was tough, as was 

25% of the lamb. 

HOW?
The introduction of the Quality Mark in 1997 focussed on radical 

changes in processing. These changes were mainly around controlled 

chilling and electrical stimulation,  known as AC_A.

AND THE RESULTS?
Since that time, ongoing testing has shown that toughness is no 

longer an issue in New Zealand. In fact, tenderness testing shows 

that toughness of beef and lamb is now less than 0.01%. 

SO IS THE QUALIT Y MARK IMPORTANT?
You bet it is. Always ensure you are ordering beef + lamb that is 

Quality Mark assured. Tough Standards. Tender Results. 
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Lending criteria, terms, and fees apply.

Bank of backing 
business
At BNZ we strongly believe that, right now, long-standing relationships are more 

important than ever. That’s why we’ve proudly backed Dunninghams for 100 years,  

and we look forward to being there for them in the future too. 

Perhaps we can do the same for you. If your business needs a hand refinancing existing 

assets to free up cashflow, sorting out working capital solutions, accessing our digital 

channels, or connecting with other businesses, visit us at bnz.co.nz/businessbanking
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Perhaps we can do the same for you. If your business needs a hand refinancing existing 

assets to free up cashflow, sorting out working capital solutions, accessing our digital 

channels, or connecting with other businesses, visit us at bnz.co.nz/businessbanking
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New Zealand
An overview
New Zealand is a country of outstanding natural 
beauty. With dramatic mountains, alluring lakes, 
pristine beaches and sweeping landscapes, 
New Zealand is renowned for its clean, green 
image and pride in our surroundings and heritage.

New Zealand’s uncluttered lifestyle is the envy 
of many nations - New Zealand’s 286,021 square 
kilometre land mass is slightly larger than the UK, 
but with a population of just four million people. 

The country comprises three main islands – the 
long and narrow North and South Islands, and the 
tiny Stewart Island off the southern tip. 

The distance from top to toe is 1700 kilometres – 
slightly smaller than Italy, but with almost double 
its length of coastline. 

Our temperate climate and sparsely populated 
geography make our homeland a marvellous 
place for us to live, and a fascinating country for 
our guests to visit.

This lush environment lends itself to the 
production of wholesome, quality food products. 
With a predominantly agricultural base, 
New Zealand is a key provider of meat, dairy, wine 
and other food products to the rest of the world.
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NEW ZEALAND CAN 
BE COMPARED TO 
JAPAN IN SIZE… BUT 
NOT POPULATION!

Japan facts
• The traditional Christmas Eve meal is KFC 

• Japan is 1.4 times bigger than New Zealand

• Kiwis are 7.2 times more likely to be obese 

• It’s good manners to slurp your noodles

• 70% of Japan is made up of forest and mountains

• Japan is made up of nearly 7,000 islands

• There’s a Rabbit Island (which is exactly what it 
sounds like)

• The number four is extremely unlucky

• Anti-ninja floors are a thing (Nightingale floors)

• 95.41 males per 100 females

• Japan has a suicide forest

• Square watermelons are grown by Japanese 
farmers for easier stack and store

• There are more pets than children

• Japan has more than 4 million vending machines 
offering anything from soda to sex toys and live 
crabs

• Ronald McDonald is called Donald McDonald in 
Japan due to a lack of a clear ‘R’ sound in Japanese

• If you commit suicide in Japan by jumping in front of 
a train, the family of the deceased will be charged a 
disruption fee

• Norway introduced salmon sushi to the Japanese in 
the ’80s

• In Japan, there is a ‘crying sumo’ contest where 
wrestlers compete to see who can make a baby cry 
first

• There is almost no immigration in Japan. The 
population is 98.5% ethnic Japanese

• The world’s most expensive tuna was sold in Japan 
for US$3.1 million, at Tokyo’s fish market

NZ: JAPAN
Population 5 million 126 million

Land mass: 268,838 sq km 377,915 sq km

Coastline 15,134 km 29,751 km
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Why trade with Dunninghams?
New Zealand has always been a country of inventors and 
innovators. A number of the world’s momentous discoveries in 
science, technology, medicine and agriculture have been made 
by New Zealanders. 

With a stable parliamentary democracy, low inflation and high 
employment, New Zealand has a strongly performing economy 
and makes for a successful and low-risk trading partner.

Dunninghams embodies all that is great about New Zealand – 
we’ve made it our quest to provide a fresh, comprehensive and 
innovative range of local and international products to meet all 
tastes and needs across our diversified markets. 

Despite our global abilities, we have maintained a good, old-
fashioned family way of doing business and have built our 
success by going the extra mile for you, our customers, to 
ensure we meet our commitment to deliver.

We are New Zealand’s largest butchery supplies company with 
over 100 years experience, with a sales force that spans the 
nation. We make it our job to:

• Listen and act on what the market demands

• Provide new and innovative products

• Custom design and blend

• Equip our sales team with product knowledge second-to-none

• Give the support needed for our customers and suppliers to reach their 
own business goals
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